
WHITE WINES
ΜΟΙ, JE’ M’ EN FOUS!  0,75lt
When the Malagouzia grape is grown in the shade of the 
Agrafa Mountains, moistened by the gentle breeze off 
lake Plastiras, it acquires another dimension. It’s no 
wonder that it has earned the royal status in the Greek 
vineyard. This white wine stands out for its enjoyable, 
fresh and full flavour combined with a cheerful, light-
hearted mood.

LE PETIT CIRQUE  187ml
A delicate white wine blending Chardonnay and Asyrtiko 
grapes grown on the low-yield vineyards of Messenicolas 
and Dafnospilia. Its ethereal and magical taste 
resembles the weightless flight of the two acrobats 
depicted on the bottle.

KEFALLINOS GOUSTOLIDI  0,75lt
White dry wine, from the rare white grape varieties of 
Zakynthos. Limited production of 750 bottles. Exuberant 
full mouth with long aftertaste. Bright lemon green 
color. Tropical aromas with citrus.

ΕXANTHIA ΖΑΚΥΝΘΟΥ  0,75lt
White wine, dry, from the local varieties of Zakynthos 
island. Aromatic and fruity.

DEUCALION  0,75lt
Assyrtiko. The ancient, unconventional and durably 
resilient grape – the King of white varieties – that 
nowadays travels to the whole world offering wines of 
great quality. The symbol of the enduring survival 
of Greek vineyards. Deucalion. The mythical King of 
ancient Thessaly, our Greek “Noah”. Αn eternal symbol of 
man’s heroic struggle for survival in the face of “God’s 
anger” and “floods” of every kind. DEUCALION, DEDICATED 
TO MODERN DEUCALIONS. 

NOBLIS  0,75lt
The great Chardonnay, from the French terroir of Chablis, 
the highland vineyards of Mesenicola above the fresh hug 
of Lake Plastiras shores – thanks to its adaptability 
- acquired a superior and even more complex character. 
The winemaker Giorgos Karamitros artfully employs the 
technique of Batonnage and putting together his own 
wine Art produces an exceptional scented Chardonnay 
with a full “nose” of delicate fragrances such as green 
apple, lime and unripe pale-fleshed peach. NOBLIS AS 
NOBLESSE, AS CHABLIS.

DOMAINE BIBLIA CHORA  0,75lt
The result of pairing the cosmopolitan and aromatic 
Sauvignon Blanc with our own Assyrtiko variety. It has 
a pale green-yellow color with stark clarity. Intense 
aromas of tropical fruit and grapefruit alternate with 
notes of lemony citrus to stimulate the senses. It has 
a rich, full-bodied and balanced flavour, refreshing 
acidity and aromatic finish. Ideal with fish and seafood 
platters, green salads, grilled vegetables and white 
cheese platters.

RΟΖΕ WINES
SNOB  0,75lt
Limnionas, a strong up-and-coming variety of the 
Thessalian vineyard, gives us fine wines, with a masterful 
balance between acidity and soft tannins. This time, 
its grapes grown in the vineyards of the Karamitros 
family, at an altitude of 700m, gave with early harvest, 
a rich juice that became the basis for the creation of 
the most unexpected rosé, sparkling wine of the season.

ΜΟΙ, JE’ M’ EN FOUS!  0,75lt
The climate and soil of the Agrafa foothills endow the 
Muscat Hamburg grape with sweet aromas, low acidity 
and soft tannins.Its soft colour and fresh flavour make 
this wine special, as it leaves you with cool, seductive 
memories.

LE PETIT CIRQUE  187ml
An exquisite single-varietal rosé made from the historic 
“Black Messenicola” grape grown in the mountain 
vineyards of the like-named village. Its authentic 
flavour has a balanced sweetness, reflected by the pair 
of acrobats’ balancing on a bicycle wheel on the label.

KEFALLINOS ΝΟΒΙLE  0,75lt
From grapes of the AUGUSTIATIS variety of mountainous 
Zakynthos. Stimulates with the subtle freshness of 
floral aromas and the intensity of the aftertaste of 

red fruits.

APO DYO CHORIA   0,75lt 
(From Two Villages)
This unique variety has been systematically cultivated 
at these two neighboring villages since 1455. The grapes 
come together to create the authentically ancient wine, 
the “APO DYO CHORIA”, with a balanced but light sweetness 
and its unique flavour bursting with a fruity sensation. 
A wine that goes perfectly with an eclectic light meal 
or served before as an aperitif.

RED WINES
AVGOUSTIATIS  0,75lt 
Red dry wine, mild vinification. From grapes of the 
AUGUSTIATIS variety of mountainous Zakynthos, with 
18-month ripening in oak barrels. Stimulates with the 
subtle acidity & freshness of floral aromas and the 
intensity of the aftertaste of red fruits.

MESSENICOLA  0,75lt
The Black Messenicola variety, the quality of which 
makes its birthplace proud, offers wine connoisseurs the 
Messenicola - Karditsa Protected Designation of Origin 
(PDO) wine. SILKY, MATURE, MYSTICAL. With the floral nose 
of a white wine and a tender, Northern European mouth, 
made from the like-named variety grown in Messenicolas, 
this wine is an ambassador for Greek wines throughout 
the world. 

LE PETIT CIRQUE  187ml
A magical fresh red wine with a unique taste and the 
aroma of the legendary “Black Messenicola” variety, 
with a touch of French Syrah. Its strong heritage and 
balanced character resembles the synchronised harmony 
of its three acrobats.
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